**INTERNET**

By John Naughton

Why have over a million people looked at a coffee pot in Cambridge? This is the question raised in an article by John Naughton, which explores the phenomenon of the Internet's fascination with ordinary objects and the culture of internet addiction that has emerged.

---

**Art of the three-minute Pope song**

By Andrew Porter

Many operas—from Monteverdi's Orfeo to Richard Strauss's Die Frau ohne Schatten—have been performed in various locations and by different performers. The article by Andrew Porter focuses on the art of the three-minute Pope song, which is a 浴००००它的,部 graphing the plotting and backtracking that went on at the Council of Trent in the sixteenth century.

---

**Streepy weepy**

By Philip French

The article by Philip French discusses Streep's performance in the film Out of Africa, which won her an Academy Award for Best Actress. Despite being a brilliant performance, the article suggests that Streep's weeping on screen does not translate well to the written word.

---

**Classical**

By Andrew Porter

The article by Andrew Porter explores the art of the three-minute Pope song, which is a 浴००००它的,部 graphing the plotting and backtracking that went on at the Council of Trent in the sixteenth century.

---

**VIDEOS**

By Philip French

The article by Philip French discusses Streep's performance in the film Out of Africa, which won her an Academy Award for Best Actress. Despite being a brilliant performance, the article suggests that Streep's weeping on screen does not translate well to the written word.

---
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By John Naughton

Why have over a million people looked at a coffee pot in Cambridge? This is the question raised in an article by John Naughton, which explores the phenomenon of the Internet's fascination with ordinary objects and the culture of internet addiction that has emerged.